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CHAPTER I
THE INTRODCTION

'

'N

K

CHAPTER I
THE INTRODUCTION
Background of the Study

School administrator a are

being called upon to perform more and more duties today as the
American educational system becomes more complex and expanding*
Attempting to fullfill all the required duties of an administrator
becomes a task requiring total effort on the part of the high school
principal.

It is no great secret that the principal must use his

teachers, students, clerks, and even community members in carrying
out his job more efficiently and effectively.

Oftentimes, others

outside the school system may be called in to help as in evaluating
agencies.
This problem represents another way in which a high school
principal sought outside help.

The need for a teachers* handbook

existed at the Tenney High Ichool, Methuen, Massachusetts.
i

*

*

*

f

•

»

The

<

present administrator had realized the need but had been unable to
compile one due to the lack of available tine.

The high school

building was n new one and many problems of reorganization and
readjustment had to be solved.

Expansion of classes was also

taking place and the ninth grade was bein'? included into what had
been a throe year high school.

Thus, the situation remained —

either to wait until time was available to issue a teachers*
handbook or to accept the help of a graduate student who could work
with the principal and teachers to net the handbook compiled and
printed.

The latter action was decided upon.

Thus, trla problem is a particular work designed to fill
»

the need of a particular school*

It is a work of naction research"

rather than on© of "traditional research,"

Its ultimate aim Is

to provide a teachers* handbook for Tenney High School to b ? used
by tho persons who helped to compile it*
'4mj approaches were available to solve this problem and no

pretense is made that the approach used is the boot or only on©*
It l«f however, a si pi© and logical plan that any school with a
similar problem taight folios end find helpful*

The complete

procedure is explained In a separate section of this paper*
Before beginning this project both the administrator of
the Tenney Hinfe School and the author were convinced that a

teachers* handbook was not only a desirable administrative "tool"
but a useful and valuable one*

In other words the project was

undertaken with all realisation and belief that it would bo a
worthy task.

Because Tenney High 3c!s>ol hat" nevur had a teachers*

handbook Issued by the present administration it was also to be
a novel and Interesting venture*

->

'

CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
-

CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Before anyone could justify the use of a teachers* handbook
on the go nds of Doing a valuable administrative tool, it is
important that he havo a good idea of what the job of the school
administrator comprises and what its tasks, duties and obligations
are*
Were we to forget for a minute the specific job of the high
school administrator or principal and attempt to dofine the role
of administration, that would be administration in any endeavor,
we would get a first clue to some of the craning of administration
for the public school system.
Comstock Glaser offers the following definition of administration
Administration is the word we use to signify the
performance of any task which is too big for one worker.
It begins as soon as sons one has too much to do and gets some¬
one elne to help him, . ,* It has various phases of which the
most important are i planning - deciding what is to be done —
execution - giving orders, instruction and supervision, and
control ~ seeing that the work is actually done according
to plan. These phases are basic .... They become complex
when large numbers of people are involved* There is also
the problem of coordination, or seeing that individuals do
not work at cross purposes, which extends into all three
phases of administration* 1
Though the principal is not the top administrator in the school
system, he is nevertheless subject to the procedures and role
specified in this definition*

1

- -

Glaser, Comstock. Adainlstratlve Procedure * American
Council on Public Affairs* hasKngton, h* C* 19U1* p* 9m

6

The job of the high school principal, however, does have
its own peculiarities, and though we might accept t’nis definition
of administration we must do so with some reservations regarding the
high school administrator.

The principal's planning will not be

the same as planning for industry, his execution cannot be the'
same for he is not serving a corporation but a Superintendent,
School Committee, teachers, pupils and citizens of the conmunity*
His control is also limited in that he is not able to go beyond
those duties prescribed for him.

For example, the high school

principal could not dismiss his teachers because some educational
program was not progressing as planned or desired.

Many

present day high school principals also h ve the problem of being
recognized as professional administrators and in many cases are not
permitted to fulfill the true role of administration as defined
here, being burdened with teaching classes or handling discipline

2
problems.
There are other problems that mate the role of tbs present day
school administrator more difficult and demanding than the past.

The

rapid changes taking place in American society — the concentration
of special!nation - the developing complexities of processes and
human relations — and the urgent demand for a re-evaluation of the
American educational system, all add to the problems of the present
day high school administrator*

g
See Jacobson, Paul B*, Reavis, William C., Logsdon,
James D* The Effective School Principal.
Prentice-Hall, Inc*
Englewood Cliffs, N. J. chapters 22-23.

7

However, as much as any administrator may wish to contribute
to the broader problems of education — he must begin with those
matters within the frams work of his own domain — that is his own
particular school*

Because the organization, size, and purposes of

schools differ - so will the administrator’s duties differ*
In a study made by Reavio at the University of Chicago, with
a group of 13 high school principals - a list of fifty-nine separate
duties that principals perform w s compiled*

Generally these dirties

might be classified under (1) general administration, (2) clerical
work, (3) personnel management, (U) supervision, (5) extracurricular
3
activities and (6) community responsibilities. One could add more
duties of the principal not included in this list, such things as
professional improvement, evaluation of his own methods and st dy
of modern trends in education*
It is when we have realized the numerous duties that a
principal is often called upon to perform that a seemingly simple
item like a teachers1 handbook takes on a greater importance*

It

becomes one of the ways in which the principal^ duties may be made
somewhat lighter.

By encouraging more efficient procedures, saving

valuable time and lessening the burden of the principal the teachers*
handbook does a real service to any school system*

3

8

Though each school’s needs may he unique and procedures my
vary from school to school, there are Important principles which
•will rniide any school in devising a teachers* handbook*

Skis mi iit

begin a consideration of the e by remembering that any book devised
is not to be construed as a sacred, fixed and final word of authority.
The teacher should be made to realize that rules my be changed by
the facuity or administration if such changes sarve a bettor

k
purpose*

In attempt ng to complete a ban book all schools must

cope with the problem of cost.

With limited budgets and rising

costs most schools cannot afford to issue an elaborate and
expensive handbook.

For this reason the moot satisfactory, yet In¬

expensive, one whould bo chosen.

A loose-leaf book consisting of
5
pinched sheet® of n&moograbhod instruction Is a wise choice*
Also, in keeping costs down the

of excessive paper will

desnnd that you print only the necessary items and information.
Along with the problem of what you pr nt is tha matter of how .you

print it.

In comoosing a teachers* handbook short sentences In simple

6
English are racoTamondod.

This will aid clarification and understanding

TT*

Jackett, Edwin A. ”Staff Morale" Bulletin National Association
of Secondary School Principals* I%e.,
VoT?'5S*''prTSE
~

Kyte, George C.
1952 • pp. 6-8*

The Principal at Work,

Ginn & Company. Boston,

‘ ’'' ’'"'

6
Baker, Delbert L. "The Formation of Teacher’s Handbook.”
Bulletin of Secondary School Principals. Scot., 1958. Vol. h2*

np7I55-m-.-----

9

besides eliminating wasted 'words.
reasonable brevity.

With simplicity sho Id come a

However, although brevity is essential, neither

absolute clarity nor democratic kindliness of axpres: ion should be
7
sacrificed. The principal’s forward should indicate clearly the
nature and purpose of the handbook.

In this way the teacher may be

8
made to realize what is expected of him in the use of it.
The literature studied has provided the author with many of
the reasons why a school should issue a teachers’ handbook.

In

the first place it may serve as a means of saving valuable time.
It may do this in the following waysi
a.

Ifcr resolving routine problems that ari.se quickly*

b.

By being a ready reference when the need arises, saving
time looking for answers.

c.

By eliminating many notices and bulletins.

d.

By securing more uniform results, thereby eliminating
extra work.

?

- -

Kyte, Oeo* C. op* cit. p. 8,

8
Idem*
9
Carper, E. L* "Teacher Handbooks.”
School Principals. Oct*, 1958. Vol. i*2.

Bulletin of Secondaiy
pp. W-UB.

In the second place a teachers* handbook nay bo a real aid
10

in boosting the morale of tho teachers:
a*

By minimizing confusion.

b.

T3y encouraging uniformity in certain procedures*

c*

By providing a better knowledge of the accepted philosophy
and practices of the school*

d*

By relieving teachers of the embarrassment and time used in
asking many questions concerning matters of varied det ils.

e*

By providing special guidance to new teachers in the system.

The printed literature has provided these principles that one
Taight follow in compiling a teachers* handbook and the author has
tried to report tn©» with clarity and precision.

The literature,

has also made very important implications that should be under¬
stood by an administrator formulating a handbook and perhaps
by any teacher using one.

Because these implications were not

expressly stated and are the result of the author* a reflections
on the subject matter read no specific quota tins or footnotes
are supplied*
Teachers* handbooks are not going to solve all administrative
procedural problems.

There will always be procedures that must have

the personal attention of l^e administrator acting alone or with hie
teachers.

The handbook will be an aid in many procedures but the

teacher should not be afraid to go to the principal for clarification

10
Idem*

of procedures not understood or procedures not stated.

A teachers*

handbook for one school will not met the needs of another school.
Any teachers* handbook crust be designed to servo those for whom it
is intended, namely, that particular school, administrator and teachers*
The major purpose of the handbook is to work towards a smoother
functioning administratively of that particular school system.
The administrator distributes hie handbook with serious
obligations.

Then he presents such a book to ids teachers he must

commit himself to the duty of accepting any procedures th-t are
followed as outlined.

Responsibility for any action taken as a

result of anything written in the handbook should be shared by the
administrator.

With this handbook the administrator must honestly

admit that the procedures had been devised to the best of his
abilities and when carried out would receive his full support.

It

is only then that the handbook can be an item worthy of respect*

As

a respectful item the li&ndbook can become a means of instilling pride
in the efficient operation of certain administrative and school
procedures.

It can become a way of welcoming and encouraging the

holp of all teachers in maintaining a spirit of cooperation,
friendliness, and sensible uniformity and conformity.

••

£
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CHAPTER m
TISTHOD OF PROCEDORE

CHAPTER III
METHOD OF PROCEDUfE
Statement of the Problem —
(1)

It was the purpose of this study t

To determine which Items are included in those teachers1

handbooks printed by those high schools selected for tvis study.
(2)

To determine which items aro considered important for

inclusion in a teachers* handbook by those principals or admin¬
istrators froia high schools selected for t i3 stuc^y which do not
presently issue handbooks.
(3)

To make an analysis and ©valuation of the handbooks

received from those high scho Is taking part in this study.
(h)

To incorporate findings reached by the study to the

particular problems of Tenney High School and to write a handbook
for this h rh school.
Sources of Data —

Data for the study were obtained from

questionnaires sent to 100 high schools in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts and from handbooks submitted by some of these
schools.
f>chools to 'Which the Questionnaire was Sent —

Only

high schools in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts were
selected.

This was done for two reasons (1) it was believed that

there would be a greater willingness to re sixmo to the study as
it was bain

conducted

from the University of Massachusetts and

(2) all names and addresses of these schools and administrators were
easily accessible.

Those high schools of equal or near equal size to

to Tenney High School were chosen when possible*

Others were

included later in order to complete a sample of one hundred
schools#
Development of the Questionnaire —

Items included in the

questionnaire were selected from five handbooks now issued by
high schools in Massachusetts, and several items which were
suggested by the literature were also included*

Before the

questionnaire was distributed it was reviewed by Dr# Charles ?•
Oliver, School of Education, University of Massachusetts and his
suggestions and criticisms were followed whore they improved the
questionnaire#
Distribution of the Questionnaire —

The questionnaire in

ditto form was mailed in the early part of February, 1959, to the
IDO high schools selected for the survey.

It included an

explanatory letter and a self-addressed, stamped, return envelope
to encourage response*
Treatment of the Questionnaire Returns —

Answers for each

item wore tabulated separately and psrcentages were compiled for
each group of schools, (1) those issuing handbooks and (2) those
not issuing handbooks.

Tables summarizing the questionnaire

returns have been included in this study*
Treats nt of the handbook findings —

The data was

interpreted and evaluated on the basis of the two group®
mentioned above*

Tho most commonly included or mentioned

items were selected for consideration for inclusion in the
handbook for Tenney High School#

Use of the Questionnaire and Handbook Findings

The

findings revealed by the analysis of the questionnaire and the
actual handbooks received were used as guides for writing the
handbook for Tenney High School*

...

s

r .:
,

i

•*<
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CHAPTER IV

INTERPRETATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
1

;

,

.

*

,

*

CHAPTER I?
DfTERPHETATI >N OP THE QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
One asnect of solving the problem of writing a teachers*
handbook for Tenney High School, was to discover what items other
high schools in Massachusetts were including in those handbooks they
issued,

We also wished to know that administrators not presently

issuing handbooks believed to be important items for inclusion in
such a book*

This particular part of the problem was solved

through the use of a questionnaire*
Purpose of the Questionnaire —

The major purpose of the

questionnaire was to learn which items are included in the
handbo ks of schools participating in this study, and to discover
which items are believed important for such a book, by administrators
not presently issuing one*

It wae the conviction of the

investigator that administrators or principals through their patt
experience and actual formulation of such a book would best know
which items should be included*

Also, it was not the investigator*s

intention to create items for inclusion believing that practicing
administrators comId better suggest items which deserve consideration
for such a book*
List of Items in the Questionnaire — Rather than assuming which
Items

bould be included in the questionnaire list, items were

actually taken from five handbooks issued by high schools in Mass¬
achusetts.

The questionnaire was sent to the principals of 100

high schools in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts*

Each principal

was asked to check those items included in hie teachers* ha dbook

18

or if he wished to send a copy of the handbook to the writer#

For

those principals who did not issue a handbook, the questionnaire
provided checking spaces for items they believed important for
such a book*

Items were classified for t is completion

**no** or "maybe#**

as Hyesn

Tea, denoting a positive importance, no, an

unimportance, and maybe, not necessarily important but deserving of
some consideration*
Forty-nine major items were listed with sixty-seven sub-items*
Space was provided for the inclusion of any items not listed but
which the principal might suggest.
The principals were asked to express the value of their handbook
by indicating it to be very valuable) useful; not very useful; or not
useful at all#

1
A copy of the actual questionnaire is included in the anpendix*
Questionnaires Returned —

The response to the survey was very

reassuring and seemed to affirm our belief that the item of a
teacher* s handbook is given much thought by school administrators*
Of the 100 questionnaires sent out, sixty-four were returned making
a favorable return of sixty-four percent.

1
Appendix D> p. 81u

The replies received fell into the following categories:
Schools issuing handbooks *«•••*..«•••• 31
Schools not issuing handbooks.• . 28
Returns voided for incotnolation, incorrect reply,
or other cause «••••.*•••«•.»* • • J*»
Total response
Statistical Analysis of the Questionnaire —

6U
The

information received was separated into two gro ps (1) schools
issuing handbooks and (2) schools not issuing handbooks.
considered as a population of one hundred percent.

Each was

The following

tables and discussion present the pertinent findings*
Tide st;dy was undertaken with the belief that a teachers1
handbook was a valuable item to any school system*

However, it

seemed important to extend ti is thought from a belief to a fact*
This was don© by including in the questionnaire a section where
principals could tell us bow useful the handbook they wore using
was*

Thus, we were able to determine the usefulness of a teachers*

handbook at least in the schools included in our study*
findings were as follov;s*

The

20

TABLE

I.

Findings of the Value of Teachers* Handbooks as Indicated bj Those
Principals Reporting on Their Own Handbooks.
Evaluation

Humber

VERT VAXXJABIE
USEFUL
HOT VERT USEFUL
HOT USEFUL AT ALL
HO RESPONSE

17
7
0
0
7

Total Response

•

Percent
.

.

5U.8
82.6
0
0
88.6
100.0

31

Table I. shows that more than half of the schools responding
to this question report their teachers* handbooks to be very
4

valuable.

The remainder reports it to be useful.

Every indication is made here that a teachers* handbook
«

is a valuable item to any school.

Ho school reported tip
t

teachers* handbook to be of little or no use.
Frequency Distribution of Items —

Rather than trying to

make an objective analysis of general procedures carried on in
any public school in an effort to make up a list of items for
t

a teachers* handbook, the author went directly to principals
4

and asked them whit they actually included in their books*

This

seemed a more reasonable and realistic way of compiling a list
of items for any teachers* handbook*
At this point it seems important to clarify our meaning of items.
The reader is not to assume that items for a teachers* handbook
are like ornaments on a Christmas tree, where t
numerous the mors attractive the tree.

more fancy and

Each item listed in our

questionnaire implies an administrative or clerical procedure.
Though these procedures may and usually differ from sc ho 1 to school,
their categories are general enough so that each school may adjust
rules and procedures to suit its ora system#
Only those items most frequently included in the teachers*
handbo ks as listed by principals participating in this study are
included in Tables II and III*

For a comnlete frequency

/

finding the reader may check the tables at the end of this paper
in appendices A and B, pages 7U and 76*

TA3IJ5 II
A Distribution of the Frequencies in Percent of the ?*fejor Items
of Information and Procedure Included in Teachers* Handbooks
Issued by Schools.
Item

Percentages
90-100

TARDINESS

30-89

93.6

DETENTION

87.2

ABSENCE

83.9

FIRE DRILIS

80.7

MARKING SYSTEM

80.7

ATTENDANCE

70-79

*

77.5

GUIDANCE FACILITIES

77,5

CARE OF BUILDING AND
EQUIPMENT

74.2

SUPFUKS - SUPPLY ROOM

74.2

TEXTBOOKS

74.2

60-6?

TABTJK II

(Continued)

Item

Percentages
90-100

80-99

70-79

BELL SCHSDtJIE

71.0

HOME ROOM

71.0

REPORT CARDS

71.0

60-69

ACCI TENTS

6U.6

ASSEMBLIES

6U.6

AUDIO - fISTJAL AIDS

61,3

CAFETfRIA

61.3

FACtTLTT MEETINGS

61.3

OPENING DAT

61.3

STUDY HA US

61.3

—-.-*'J-"■■■----.,—......

Administrators participating in this study and issuing teachers1
handbooks report procedures for Tardiness to be the most frequently
included item -with more than ninety-three percent inciting it.

Next

items of procedure most frequently included are Detention - Absence Fire Drills - and the "larking System, with eighty to eighty-seven
percent of the handbooks included in this study including them*
Seventy to seventy-eight percent of the handbooks contain items of
Attendance-Guidance Facilities - Care of Building and Equipment Supplies md Supply Room - Textbooks - Ball Schedule - Home Room and
Report Cards•

Item

Included by a smaller number of about sixty to

sixty-five percent are Accidents - Assemblies - Audio Visual Aids Cafeteria - Faculty Meeting* - Opening Day - and Study Halla.

From the findings In Table II It is comparatively easy to
compile a list of the twenty most crucial Items, based on times
included, of those handbooks issued by high schools in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts and taking part in this study.

This

list might well be a beginning guide for any school system wishing
to inaugurate a teachers* handbook*
Realising that not all high schools contacted would be
issuing han<Fbooks and still desiring to get the opinion of school
administrators$ provision was made for those principals not issuing
handbooks to express their opinions as to what items should be
included in such a publication.

Hero, it was believed that

administrators* experience could help ono considering the proje ct
of a teachers* handbook and what procedures should be Included.
Findin

0

as to what principals believe important to be included

in a teachers* handbook by V os principals not presently issuing
one and taking part in our study are listed in Table III.

TA3IE III
A Distribution of the Frequencies in Percent of the Major Items of
Information or Procedure Believed Important for the Inclusion in
Teachers* Handbooks as Reported by Those Schools Hot Issuing Handbooks*
Item
90-100
FIRE DRILLS

100.0

MARKING SYSTEM

100.0

TEXT BOOKS

96.U

HOME ROOM

96.U

ACCIDENTS

92.9

AUDIO VISUAL AIDS

92.8

BELL SCHEDUIE

92.8

DETENTION

92.8

GUIDANCE FACILITIES

92.8

USSON PLAN BOOK

92.8

PERMANENT RECORD

92.8

REPORT CARD

92.8

SUPPLIES - SUPPLY ROOM

92.8

TARDINESS

92.8

Percentages
8O-S9
70-79

ABSENCE

89.3

ATTENDANCE

89.3

CARS OF BUILDING A?©
EQUIPMENT

89.3

AFTER SCHOOL HELP

85.7

CAFETERIA

85.7

CUSS RECORD BOOK

85.7

60-69

TABLE III (Continued)

fgggggfggg
Item

90-100

70-79

60-69

—55?r~

EXAMINATIONS
FACULTY MELTINGS
MEDICAL SERVICES

85.7
■ ' •

85.7

•-

PHILOSOPHY
STUDY HALLS

80-89

i

,

RECORD BOOK - REPORTS
WARNING NOTICES

85.7

.
. .

GRADUATION

i*

TELEPHONES

HOURS OF CIASSES
MAIL BOXES
RULES AND REGULATIONS

85.7
85.7
82.2
82.3

FIELD TRIPS
HOMEWORK

85.7

«

♦

78.6

4

78.6

•

78.6

•*
t

78.6
78.6

SCHOOL PARKING

78.6

LOST AND FOUND

75.0

OPENING MY

7X*lt

ASSEMBLIES

71.U

CLASS ORGANIZATION

67.9

CRINGE OF ADDRESS

6U.3

TEACH ES ROOM

6tu3

JANITOR SERVICE

60.8

TEACHER* S SCHEDULE

60.8

ATHLKTICS

60.7

Table III has expanded the list of crucial items of fable II
from -twenty to forty four.
i •

' '

..

t

All administrators of this group
■*1

:

report procedural items for Fire Drills and the Marking System as
«

being important for inclusion in a teachers* handbook*

Ninety-two

to ninety-seven percent list Text Books? - Home Rooms - Accidents Audio Visual Aids - Bell Schedule - Detention - Guidance Facilities Lesson P-jan Book - Permanent Record - Report Card - Supplies and
Supply Room - and Tardiness, as being important items.

Absence -

Attendance - Care of Building and Equipment - After School Help i

Cafeteria - Claps Record Book - Examinations - Faculty Heatings Medical Services - Philosophy - Study Halls - Record Book - Reports Warning Notices - Graduation and Telephones are believed important
by eighty-two to ninety percent of this group of principals.
*

Seventy to seventy-nine percent of this group of administrators report
the following items important for inclusion in such a bookj Field
Trips - Homework -Hours of Classes - -Jail Boxes - Rules and Regulations
School Parking - Lost and Found - Opening Day - Assemblies.

Sixty to

seventy percent believe that Class Organisation - Change of Ac?dress Teachers* Room - Janitor Service - Teacher Schedule - and Athletics
should be included in a teachers* handbook.
A comparison of the twenty major items most often included in
handbooks published and those wost oJBten mentioned as important by
principals not presently issuing handbooks is graphically shown on
Table IV. which follows*

TABLE- TV
A Comparison of Items Actually Included in Teachers1 Handbooks and
Items Believed Important for Inclusion in Teachers1 Handbooks as
Reported by Administrators Participating in tnis Study, in Order
of Importance*
"items Actually "SctvSSdYn
Handbooks Published

L

tardiness

2.

DETENTION
,

"fieras' BeYi-'.'ved ’"im-portant' fcy
Administrators not Presently
Issuing Handbooks

marking sys^m
i

3*

ABSENCE

TEXT BOOKS

iu

fihe drills

HOWE ROOM

5.

MARKING SYSTEM

ACCIDENTS

6.

ATTENDANCE

AUDIO VISUAL AIDS

7*

GUIDANCE FACILITIES

BELL SCHEDULE

8.

GARE OF BUILDING AND EQUIPMENT

DETENTION

9.

SUPPLIES - SUPPLY ROOM

GUIDANCE FACILITIES

10* TEXTBOOKS

LESSON PUN BOOK

11. BELL SCHEDULE

PERMANENT RECORD

12.

mm

room

r

REPORT CARD

13* REPORT CARD

SUPPJJES - SUPPLY ROOM

llu ACCIDENTS

TARDINESS

15. ASSEMBLIES

ABSENCE

*

16. audio visual aids

attends; (SC

17. CAFETERIA

CARE OF BUILDING AND EQUIPMENT

18. FACULTY MEETINGS

AFTER SCHOOL HELP

19. OPENING DAY

CAFETERIA

20. STUDY HALLS

CLASS IiECORD BOOK

A comparison of those items included in handbooks and those
believed important by administrators talcing part in this study
is interesting and pertinent to this paper.

From Table IV it is

easy to see that there is great agreement with this group between
what items are actually included and those believed important#

The

only real disagreement comes in the order of importance of the items#
Again, we are determining importance by the number of times or
frequency included in the handbooks or the number of times listed as
being important#
All items actually included in tbs handbooks published with the
exception of four items. Assemblies - Faculty Ifeetings - Opening Pay and Study Halls - are included in the list of top twenty items
believed important by administrators not issuing handbooks#

The four

items included in the list of administrators not issuing handbooks
and not among the twenty of those issuing handbooks are - Lesson P,an
Book - Permanent Record - Cafeteria - and Class Record Book#
Table IV may be valuable or at least helpful to any administrator
who is compelled to limit the number of items in his handbook#

Any

particular school system may determine those items most useful to its
own system from this list#

Also, if one were to conclude that the

most important items of any handbook should be especially carefully
outlined the items on this list would be included for such consideration#

'

/
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CHAPTER V
AN ANALYSIS OF TEACHERS HANPBO KS SUBMITTED
BY HIGH SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING IN THIS STUDY

CHAPTER V
AN ANALYSIS OF TEACHERS* HANDBOOKS SUBMITTED
BY HIGH SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING IN THIS STUDY
Having determined the items actually included in handbooks
and those items considered important by administrators taking part
in this study, our next step was to make an analysis of tlie actual
handbooks received*
Purpose for the Analysis —

The purpose was to determine the

format and methods and means whereby these schools printed their
handbooks.

Also, by an actual investigation of handbooks the

means of describing, explaining, and presenting procedures could
be evaluated*

The questionnaires had already determined v/hat

items were important — the handbooks could now offer concrete
examples and suggestions regarding the technical moans for printing
the handbook*
%

List of Criteria for Analysis of the Handbooks — A checklist
was established from a preliminary study made of several handbooks
selected from those received.

The topics selected represented

phases of the technical construction of the handbook*
groupings were as follows j
(1) Cover
(2) Sise of Book
(3) Loose Leaf Pages
(U) Table of Contents
(5) Topic Headings
(6) Length of Book in Pages
($) Introduction

The topic

31

(8) Printing (Mimeographed or Ditto)
Handbooks Submitted by High Schools of Massachusetts —
Handbooks wore received from sixteen high schools#
Statistical Analysis of the Handbooks —

Results were

computed on the basis of the number of times and percent of the
handbooks that contained the topics as listed*

The following

table and discussion summarize the findings#

jgjmrf
A Distribution of Frequencies in Number and Percent of Teachers'
Handbooks Containing Technical Constructions as Ljsted*

tes

Topic
Humber

Percent

NO
Nusfcor

Percent

Specially devised cover
other than paper

8

5o.o

8

5o.o

2#

Standard Letter Size

15

93.8

1

6.2

3*

One half letter Size

1

6#2

15

93.8

U*

Loose-leaf pages

6

37.5

10

62.5

Table of Contents

10

62.5

6

37.5

6.

Topic Headings

Ik

87.5

2

12.5

7*

less than 20 pages

9

56.2

7

1*3.8

8.

More than 20 pages

7

U3.8

9

56.2

9#

Introduction

11

68,8

5

31.2

ID. Mimeographed

6

37.5

10

62.5

u# Ditto

10

62.5

6

37.5

1.
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Table IV presents t oss technical construction® most
frequently included in teachers handbooks included in this study*
Fifty percent of the handbooks do not include a special cov r.

/ll

but one, ninety three point eight percent, of the handbook® are
printed on standard letter sine sheets.

Only six or thirty seven

point five percent of the handbooks include loosa-loaf pages*

A

table of contents is included in sixty two point five percent of the
hane bo ks TThile eighty seven point five percent include topic
headings*

The majority of the honribo

are loss then twenty ee os In length*
include an introduction*

ks,

fi'ty six point two percent

Sixty eight point eight percent

Ditto is tho preferred means of printing

being chosen by sixty two point five percent of the administrators*
9

General Conclusions —

A majority of the handbooks include

the important technical constructions listed*

Tho handbooks

received are lacking in the use of loose-loaf panes recommended in
the written literature as an aid to easy revision of the book*

Though

fifty percent of tho handbooks include specially dovisod covers only
on© makes any attempt at being attractive*

A hon-Ctatiatlcal Analysis of the Handbooks —

Tho handbooks

offered other information which could not be so specifically defined*
For thlr reason a non-statistical analysis was marie.

The criteria

for the non-statistical analysis was based on tho following material*
(1) Organisation and contents*
(2) Organization of prarraphs and construction*
(3) Ifcde of explanation*

33

(1*) ToacbBjvadmtnlstrntion relations conoid ration*
Findin g of !?oa»Statiatical Analysis of Handbooks —

Several

of to handbooks analyzed based on the criteria stated are a real
credit to their school systems and thorn wh«o compiled tom*
books contain a logical

Those

rder of organisation, a clear and concise

description of procedures, and a near complete coverage of all
necessary inf oration*

The greatest value in these books lie© in

their sincere attempt to organise ant? coordinate school procedures
with consideration given to making the duties of the teacher lighter,
more easily and efficiently effected,

thus, toy help generate a

fooling in the teacher that he is working "with*1 the administration
and not necessarily °for” the administration*
The mtor found only ono major criticism that might be made.
Some !>ook» lacked any personal appeal to the teacher.

Itaties and

procedu ce ware merely recorded with no reason implied or given for
their existence*

Wo considerations were implied or given for to

tone her1 s possible questioning of a procedure*

Such m approach

generated a feeling of working "for11 the administration*
One loss serious criticism was that some books sacrificed
completeness of instructions for brevity of content*

Also, though

sons may consider it a minor point, in only one case w s the format
attractive*

I

/
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CHAPTER VI
RESTATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM, SmtUUSX OF THE PROCEDOPES
AND CONCXIT5IOHS
Restatement of the Problem —

It was the par pose of this

study t
(1)

To determine which items are included in those teachers *

handbooks painted by those high schools selected for this study*
(2)

To determine which liens are considered ir portent for

inclusion in a teachers* handbook by troseprincipals or administrators
from high schools selected for this study, who co not presently issue them*
(3)

To rake an analysis and evaluation of the handbooks received

from those high schools taking part in this study*

(h)

To incorporate findings reached by the study to the

particular problem of Tenney High School and to write a handbook
for this high school*
Pumaary of the Procedure Used in This Etudy —

The first

two phases of the problem involved a quosti nnaire which was sent
to 100 high schools in the Cormomrealth of Massachusetts.

Items

included in teachers* handbooks and those items considered important
were checked in the appropriate spaces by the principal filling out
the questionnaire.

Each group was separately computed to determine

the frequency of inclusion of the particular items and the frequency
of times cheeked as being important.
The third phase of the problem con. is ted of a statistical and
noa-statistical analysis of the handbooks received.
formulated as bases for the analysis.

Criteria were
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The results from the questionnaire study and the handbook
analysis were used as guides for writing the handbook and were
incorporated with other conclusions reached to ra et the needs of
Tenney High School*
Conclusions —

On the basis of the data obtained from this

study, the following conclusions are drawn t
(1) Thi

-one in number or fifty-two percent of the high

schools taking part in this study issue teachers* handbooks*
(2)

Twenty-eight in number or forty-eight percent of the

high schools taking part in this study do not issue teachers* handbooks*
(3)

Seventeen or fifty-four percent of the high schools issuing

handbooks find them very valuable*
(ii)

Seven or twenty-two percent of thB high schools issuing
1

i

•

handbooks find them useful*
(5)

A list of twenty items included most frequently in
'

teachers* handbooks of those high schools participating in this

Home Room

Tardiness
t
:
• t

Detention

Report Cards
\
\

Absence

Accident*

Fire Drills

Assemblies

Marking System

Audio-Visual Aids

Attendance

Cafeteria

Guidance Facilities

Faculty Meetings

Care of Building and Equipment

Opening Day

Supplies - Supply Rocm

Study Halls

Textbooks

Bell Schedule

(6)

High school administrators not presently issuing teachers*

handbooks present a list of forty-four items as being important for
inclusion in teachers* handbooks.
(?)

Administrators not presently issuing teachers* handbooks

include a larger nucfoer of items as being important by a margin of
two to one.
(8)

All administrators are in agreement that the twenty items

under (3) are of importance to a teachers* handbook.
(9)

A majority of handbooks received were constructed as

follows $
Specially devised cover
Standard letter size
Table of Contents
Fewer than 20 pages in length
Introduction
Ditto
(10) The Imndbooks received are lacking in the use of loose-leaf
pages.
(11) Only one handbook received makes any attempt at being
attractive.

CHAPTER VII
C03UENTS AND CRITICISMS
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CHAPTER VII
COMMENTS AND CRITICISMS
The author is going to review those things learned by this
study and any shortcomings that may have been discovered.

It is -

as with most any study - impossible to write about all the satis¬
faction gained In a few pages*

Therefore, only those things believed

to be of major importance will be discussed*
A demand for sensible objectivity and brevity has confined
this paper thus far to a strict formality.

Row, however, the author

hopes that the reader will accept a little leas formality and object¬
ivity*
When the study began the item of a teachers' handbook was only
a vague notion in the mind of the author*

The initial understanding

was the narrow one that a handbook was merely a list of school
procedures*

Its other ramifications were to be discovered.

The literature had made us realize that a teachers' handbook
could serve the following ten purposes:
(1) Inform
(2) Standardize Certain Procedures
(3) Save Time
(U) Encourage better teacher-administrator relationships
%

(£) Encourage certain educational practices
(6) Reinforce the importance of the teachers' role in
bringing about more efficient cooperation and harmony
throughout the school system
(7) Serve as a means of welcoming the new teacher
(8) Serve as one mans of making the teacher feel a greater
responsibility for the smooth functioning of the system

hO

(9)

Supply the teacher with answers to many questions

(10) Give the principal an opportunity to pet his procedures
and policies in writing#
These purposes outlined In the written literature would serve
any school issuing a teachers’ handbook#

However, each school would

\

!

also be served in other specific ways as it was with us#
In the situation at Tenney High School the present administrator
had never issued a teachers’ handbook.

Thus, this problem allowed him

the opportunity to review all his administrative procedures#

It made

it possible for him to re-evaluate, review and revise those procedures*
One of the great benefits of this task was the gaining of a new and
clearer perspective of the functioning processes of many administrative
procedures of the school system#

Compiling a teachers’ handbook

also afforded the principal the chance to see more clearly Ids
position in relation to those procedures*

These things were important

to the author-student as a possible future administrator.
The questionnaire findings settled any doubts as to whether or
not th3 teachers’ handbook was a valuable item#

Seventy-seven percent

of those high schools taking pert in tvis study and issuing handbooks
reported the book to be valuable or useful#
More important, the questionnaire helped to focus attention
on ttose items which needed consideration for inclusion in such a
book#

The twenty most frequently mentioned items were most seriously

considered and included if they served the purposes of Tenny High
School#

kl

Determining those items mo3t frequently included in
the handbooks and those items considered Important by administrators
• .

'

'

ji

not presently issuing them, served other valuable purposes*
-

/

'!

1

In the first place, this list of items presented a picture of
procedures carried on by those high schools taking part in this
study in important areas of administration*

In solving our

particular problem it made it ensier to go through the list and
determ!ns which procedures Tenney High School was following.

we

could also note any items suggested by those already listed.

The

list thus became a guide for indicating those procedures than any
high school mi^ht be following*
Because one of the first rules in making a teachers* handbook
is that it b© written to serve the needs of those using it, only
tvose items useful to Tenney High School were incorporated in the
handbook.
The findings from those schools issuing handbooks had suggested
what the twenty most crucial items might be*

However, the findings

from those schools not presently issuing handbooks also suggested
very important items*

One of these was taken under serious

consideration and included in the handbook devised.
a statement of the school philosophy.

This item was

Many of the printed handbooks

had neglected this vital item*
In working with the Tenney High School problem it was discovered
that a complete statement of the school ohiloso hy had never been written.

\

\

\

t

Thus, the administrator was compelled to put into writing for
all his teachers to see, the school jMlosopfoy for the first time.
This in itself served a valuable end*
Many of the procedures that had been determined important for
inclusion in the handbook had to be defined for Tenney High School
for the first time#

This demanded interviews with various teachers

and department heads in the school*

With the clarification and written

expression of procedures and purposes being carried on within the
system of Termey High School a valuable end was gained*
Though practically all of the teachers handbooks received were
of a standard letter size, it was decided that a smaller size wo\ild
better serve the needs of Tenney High School and one half of t*«
standard letter size was decided upon#

All pages were to be loose-leaf

for easy changes and revisions#
CRITICISMS —*

The Introduction of this paper has sta ted that

the approach used to solve our p oblem was not necessarily the best
one#

Now, several criticisms must be mode#
In the first place - in limiting our participants in the study

to hi$i schools in Massachusetts, wo may have failed to realize
other possibilities for the teachers handbooks*

Handbooks from

other states along with opinions of administrators could have been
secured for a broader coverage#

Thus, the handbook we have er a ed

is not unusually different from those of other high schools in
Massachusetts*
Because so much time was involved in defining practically all
the procedures further elaboration of the book and inclusion of extra

aids to teachers were kept to a minimum*
Jjf/

'

i .

.

’

,

i.

'

'<

“i

We had realized in the beginning that our book when completed
would not be perfect*

The study has nevertheless been very
•

enlightening and rewarding*

' ,

.

i

The imperfections in the book can be

easily improved tuder the format devised*

The task ha3 succeeded in

getting ** tca.-I-ra handbook inaugurated at Tenney High School*

CHAPTER VIII
THE HANDBOOK FOR TENNEY HIGH SCHOOL
METHUEN, MASSACHUSETTS

i

This handbook will bo printed on one-half
the standard letter size paper with loose
leaf pages*

However, for binding of this

problem it is being reproduced on stand¬
ard letter size paper*

!
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This Teachers* Handbook has been issued to clarify
certain administrative procedures*

It is also a ready

reference book to help teachers of the Tenney High
School meet certain responsibilities*
It should be extremely useful to our new
teachers in helping them bocorie familiar with how we
do certain things*
Procedures should be reasonably followed, but
no regulation should be considered rigid and final*
Changes for improvement will be made from time to
time*
Any constructive suggestions for improving
/

procedures or requests for additional procedures or
policies for inclusion in the book will be gladly
received by the principal end honestly considered*

mmt

HIGH SCHOOL PHILOSOPHY

It is the aim of our school to provide our
pupil with that education which will give him the
maans to develop his best self; physically, mentally,
emotionally and spiritually#
i
It is further our aim that the pupil bo trains-.’
in those principles of democratic living, at home,
in school and in all social contacts, We stress those
principles of democratic living! consideration for the
rights, obligations, abilities and property of others,
respect for the dignity and worth of the individual,
respect for worthy leadership and democratically
established authority; responsibility for one’s self
and for the welfare of mankind*
We believe education to be basic to a democratic
society — and that a well trained democratic citizen
is inseparable from a worthy human being#
We therefore project our efforts at providing
a mastery of the necessary fundamentals of knowledge,
good habits and skills, and those things stated herein

ACCIDENTS —
Accidents resulting in injuries
occurring to the students in the school building
or on tli© grounds ciuring school hours should bo
reported irxnediatsly to the principal's office*

the
aid
the
how

In tanking the report, state the nature of
accident, where and hev» it happened, if first
w's given, by whom, was the nurse called, was
student sent hons or to a hospital, if so,
and by whom#

ATTEM)A?4CE SLIPS
Teachers will use the ATTORftNCE SLIP form
provided by the office in renportIng ab£entees sand
use the following procedures*
1*

list boys on the left and girls on the right
Last name first*
-

^

•

*■

f*

.

2*

Indicate tardiness by placing a T in front
of pupil*s name*

3*

Flense show consecutive days of absence by
placing the appropriate figure after the
pupil*s nano.
j

U*

For the sake of accuracy it is suggested
that each teacher check his own attendance
rather than delegating the Job to a student*

*>#

Pieaso place an X before the names of pupils
needing attention of attendance officer*

$2

AUDIO VISUAL AIDS
The Methuen Public Schools Audio Visual idrector
is Mr* Paul H# Leslie, His office is located in the
Industrial Arts Shop at Tenney High School#
EQUIP- NT •
The following audio-visual equip'aont
Is reserved for use at Tenney High School and is
located in the High School audio-visual room.
2
2
1
1
MATERIATB •*

16mm Sound Projectors
Tripod screens
Lantern Slid® Projector
Filmstrip Projector
The following materials are available.

300 filmstrips
1000

lantern slides

Subject listings are available from Mr* Leslie#
"Industry on Parade" films are received each week
and are available to teachers. For more information as
to title and subject contact Mr, Leslie*
ORDERING HTA8 • In May Mr, Leslie will furnish any
fcac'^er interested in securing freo films, with
sufficient catalogs to make choices for the following
year* This must be 'one as the demand for Free Films
is heavy and early planning will better guarantee
having them when needed. Bequests for such films should
be presented to Mr, Leslie with the dates films are
desired*
Regularly rented films may be secured during the
school year* Teachers should allow reasonable time for
placing the order and receiving the f ilm*

5
t

53

Auric

vm\*L

AIDS

MACH TO OH'RATKfl Teachers are responsible for the
operation of macfiine® • However, they ah uld act in the
capacity of directors and allow trained student operators
to run them* This will allow the te'a'cKer time to concern
himself with the subject matter of the film and the
conduct of the classroom*
A TOD ABOUT

At TOO VISUAL AIDS

Audio Visual Aids are not 11 substitutes" for
learning or "time fillers" for a teacher* s unprepared
clashes* For audio-visual -’ids to be truly effective
in the learning situation use of them must be carefully
and purposefully planned* Materials should be meaningfully
coordinated with the subject matter being studied*

6

bell

sovmm
REGULAR

8*10
8t20
8*25
8:30
8:32
9*12
9*11$
9«&
9*56
10*36
10*1*0
11*20
11*1*0
12*00
12*20
12*22
1*02
l*0i*
ItLL
1:L9

DAY

Pupils enter building
Pupils in home rooms
Opening Exercise
Pass to Period I
Beginning of Period I
End of Period I
Beginning of Period II
End of Period H
Beginning of Period III
End of Period IH - Beginning of
Aocornodation Period
Beflnning of Period IV - End of
Accomodation Period
End of Period IV - 1st lunch Period
Second Lunch Period
Third Lunch Period
End of Third Lunch Period
Beginning of Period V
End of Period V
Beginning of Period VI
End of Period VI - Return to Home Rooms
Dismissal from Home Rooms

NOTE*
At the end of Period IV all pupils return
to Horn© Rooms with the exception of rooms assigned
to First toich Period*

7

BELL SCHEDULE
wsdnesdat
8*10
8*20
8*25
8*30
8*32
9*02

9*04
9*34
9*3^
10*12
10*16
10*52
10*54
11*30
11*50
11*50
12*10
12i10
12*30
12*32
1*08
1*10
1*46
1*51

Pupils enter building
Pupils in home room
Opening Exercises
Pass to Period I
First Activity Period
End of First Activity Period
Second Activity Period
End of Second Activity Period
Beginning of Period III
End of Period III - Beginning of
Accomodation Period
Beginning of Period IV - End of
Accomodation Period
End of Period IV
Beginning of Period V
End of Period V - First Lunch
End of First Lunch Period
Second Lunch Period
End of Second Lunch Period
Beginning of Third Lunch Period
End of Lunch Period HI
Beginning of Period VI
End of Period VI
Beginning of Period VII
End of Period VII
Dismissal from Home Rooms
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CAPE AMD

OF SCHOOL FROPKBCT —

It Ib the responsibility of tbo teacher to bo on
tlio alurt at all tines to g?dd© pupils In th® best
possible use of all school property - bu ‘ MVn :® fumitoare - books md supplies*
Serious abuse of any school property should bo
reported to the principal*

~

9

«*
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DISCIPLINE - The following suggestions are made
for STOSTITUTK TiACHISftS and those teachers
who face their first problems of discipline. All
teachers might do well to review them from tia© to
time especially if they are having discipline difficulties*
SUGGEST IONS FOP DISCIPLE® BIPROVE^AGP

1#

Sq© everything| be alert; employ a wide attention
range5 be active*

2.

Walk around, talk to individuals; smile at pupilsj
ask them pleasant questions to wh'ch they can give
pleasant answers. Do not be too obvious inyour
motives*

3*

Cultivate your sense of humor and use it — not
the broad-joke type, but the light-touch laughter
type*

U*

Learn to act, sincerely and well* Good actors do
it; you will have to be stem, happy, firm, informal,
kindly, unrelenting etc* To protect the integrity
of your own emotional pattern learn to act
appropriately and sincerely*

5>*

3e self-confident* Have courage, moral cou age
to face the situation* It may be hard to appear
self-confident, but It is a fir t essential* These
things will helps prepared plans; sloap; recreation
in non-school circles; using oupils to help with
boat, II‘;ht, air, attendance, bo ks, bulletin boards,
co mittees, etc* If you cannot "take it<? look for
a more pleasant occupation*

6.

See your pupils somewhere else in the school, on
the athletic field, on the noon playground, at the
student council, at school parties, etc*

?*

Keep an adult reserve of formality which the pupils
knew ia them; no play ng for popularity, no siding
with pupil’s against other teachers or administrators;

10 -
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DISCIPLINE ~
with the students never of then; no favorites, crushes;
always Miss, Mr# never just Smith#
8.

Bo just — fair.
The Golden Rule.

Put yourself in the pupil1® place*

9*

In disciplinary situations suspend your judgment,
often be impersonal, some times coldly nonchalant*
It is not necossary to settle every case. You are
dealing vdth the psychology not the lo^ic of the
situation*

ID.

Say so when you are in error, even bo r^ady to
apologise — but not too often.

11*

Try never to become angryj too active adrenal
moan mental confusion; lower your voice, grow
impassive, but avoid a sc one; after all it is a
professional not a personal matter.

12.

Do everything you can to build up the ego of each
pupil; jobs, honors, a kindly compliment, a smile all count more in the pupil*s lives than w© realise*

13*

Try to avoid creating situations where pupils have
to lie; above all, let them save face when you know
they are in a tight spot*

Hi.

vn\&n you are uncertain what to do about a class
situation or individual, simply ask yourself what
common sense would suggest* You will be surprised
at the simplicity of the solutions.

15*

If a n w class stages a nrevolt in a teacup*1 sit
down with them, drop your own book; laugh with them,
and say you got paid for it* Take the matter
lightly in stride and they will soon swear by you*
Bettor than glaring and fear.

U -

1

FIRE DRILLS — Teachers Mist, consider the fire drill
$o Be a serious procedure# Pupils mist bo trained to
leave the building quickly and without confusion.
Teachers should vacate the building along with pupils
and bo responsible for those pupils* During a drill
all pupils must be accounted for — oven to the extent
of the teacher chocking their enrollment against the
registers or seating plans*
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FIRE DRILL
1
2
3
L
£

6 -

Leave rooms in DOUBLE file*
Allow no talking or loitering*
Assim pupils to hold fire doors*
Keep in formation after leaving the building*
Return in formation (double file) to classes#
Teachers accompany your classes#

ASSIGNMENTS FOR EMIT
1st GROUND FLOOR
1#
2*
3#
h*
*>#
6#
7*

8#
9#

Room 10£ and Wood shop - use North stair exit#
Metal Shop use garage door exit#
Girl’s Gym - use North ticket office exit#
Boy’s Gym - uso South ticket office exit#
Band Room - use Band Room exit*
Room 116 and 113 use South exit - stay on left*
Room 117 and 119 and Domestic Science utm South
exit - Stay on right*
Room 111 use Center Rear oxit - Stay loft#
Room 112 - lib use Center Rear exit - Stay on
Right*

12
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FIRE DRILLS
\

ASSIGNMENTS FOR EXIT

2nd FLOOR
X*
2*
3*
k•
5.

Room
Stay
Room
Boom
Room
Room

201 - 203 use North stairs and North exit on Left*
21U-216-218 use Main exit - Stay on right#
215-217-219 use Main exit - Stay on loft*
220 use South stair - Stay on left.
221 use South stair - Stay on right*

3rd FIOOR
1*
2#
3.
U*
5#

Room 301-303-305 uso North Stair - Stay on
left and use North exit*
Room 30U-307-309-3II use Center Rear stairs Stay on left*
Room 306 - 308 use Cantor Rear Stairs - Stay on
Right*
Room 313-315 use South stairs - Stay on right*
Room 310-312-33ii use South stairs - Stay on left#

ouimucE
The Guidance program at Tenney High School
attempts to accomplish a number of objectives*
First, it strives to understand the pupil’s
strength and weaknesses so that he nay be guided toward
a fuller realisation of his own potentials and use his
school experiences to the fullest*
Secondly, it attempts to e hannel the pupil’s
motivations and drives towards desirable goals* It seeks
to aid the pupil in making his own decisions but discrim¬
inating to wise choices*
Thirdly, the guidance program strives to encourage
each pupil to work to his capacity making the moat of his
opportunities in and out of school so that he my develop
into an emotionally mature adult and be capable of assum¬
ing his responsibilities in a democratic society*
The teacher is in the most strategic position to be
helpful in the development of each individual pupil as
he has close and continual contact with him* As the
teacher helps the pupil to define his problems, adjust
to the group and explore his environment, valuable and
indirect guidance services will be available* The
guidance department stands ready to help teachers develop
the individual students by helping to identify children
with special n^eds, by administering tests and inter¬
preting the results, by arranging conferences with
parents, teachers, and students, and by referring
individuals to other specialists when necessary*

guidance
Guidance Director for Tenney High School is
Mr, Alfred N# Law, whose office is next to the
principals office*
T iSTXNO - Testing programs are conducted for all
clashes to determine the students aptitudes, learning
ability, reading comprehension, interests and
personality record*
The following tests are conducted*
9th grade — about January
Iowa Test of Educational Development
10th grade — about May
Kuder Preference Vocational and Personal
11th grade —*
Iowa Test of Educational Development
National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test
12th grade —
General Aptitude Battery
OTH-K TESTS GIVEN The following tests are
also given in individual cases when tho situation
warrants it*
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children
Weohsler Intelligence Scale for Adults
Ohio State University Psychological Test
Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability
California Test of Mental Maturity

honor roll
1#

cu^-mcmatt

An Honor Roll mad© up only of pu 11s who hove
received all Afs*
V

2*

An Honor Roll made up of pupil© woae marks would
piece thorn in the following divisions#
(1)

A A A A A
*

(2)

A A A B
A A B B
A A B B B
)

A A A A S
(3)

A B 8 8 B
A B B B
BBBB
Music )
Gym
)
Prill )

Graces in those subjects
are Not included
-

Honor Roll listings are due in the office the
Wednesday following report cards#

MARKING SYSTEM
The following basis for grades -will be used*
A

90 m IDO

B

80-89

C

73-79

I)

70-72

E

Below 70

or Failure

CONDUCT ?*ARKS The conduct marks will be determined as follows*

Tm low marks will constitute a conduct mark for
the terra.
Example could be •

h Qs and 1 U would be F for conduct
h 0* and 2 TJ would bo TJ for conduct
li Gs and 1 F would be 0 for conduct
k Gs and 2 Fs would be F for conduct
Similar procedure would follow for any other
possible combinations*

(6

REGISTERS
It la the responsibility of the various teachers
to see that their classroom registers are accurate in
every respect* Particular attention should be given to
the resgistcr to see that it is prop rly kept* This
should bo a very simple matter if the records are kept
in accordance with the following directions* Above
all, a daily procedure should be followed and work not
left to the end of the week or month*
Please read the legal requirements in the back of
too register, and familiarize yourself with the dir¬
ections to bo observed by teachers on page two of the
register*
Be sure that toe enrollment list and supple¬
mentary list are clearly understood and property
entered*
HE’JSM!®* Have your register accurate each day,
and it will be a airaole matter to balance it at the end
of the year*
DAILY PROCKDfJRK —
Attendance must be recorded
dailyTTE will not be necessary for yo to use the
bottom of the register for daily totals* Weekly totals
will be sufficient# If you wish to continue to us©
daily totals at the bottom of the sheet that is all right#
A half year report will be expected in order that a check
on the registers may be made at that time# You may
continue to keep boys and girls separately but if you wish
to record them together In alphabetical order on one
page that will be permitted#

18

REGISTERS
MONTHLY PflQGEDUHE
Total Membership —
All pupils who have been members at any time during
the month. See rule J> of the general directions,
pat^e 2 of the register#
Aggregate Sferabership —•
Sum of the figures In the horizontal membership
column at the bottom of the page* Tils figure must
be used la ait in f inding Average Membership and per
cent of attendance for the monthly report* To
avoid looking for mistakes at a later time, be sure
that this figure is correct for e ch day and each
month.
Proof of Aggregate Membership —
(No* of pupils) times (No. of day sessions) minus
(No. of days of non-membership) equals Aggregate
Jfembership.

Example: - 16 Pupils are on the register list*
There have been twenty school days during September*
Therefore, 20 times 16 is 320 equals the Aggregate
Membership, assuming that there have been no nonmembers ips during the period# But John Jbnes became
a non- meiabor as of September 20, and, therefore, was
a non-member as of September 2£, and therefore was a
non-member for 5 days. So from the aggregate member*
ship there must be subtracted 1 x 10 for John Jones
plus 1x5 for Mary Smith*

REGISTERS
Aggregate Attendance?
1*

Add the vertical column of figures recorded
opposite each pupil’s name in the space after
the fourth week#

2#

Add the horizontal coltron of figures
opposite Aggregate Attendance at bottom of page#

Proof?

The tavo should be the same#

Average ISeraberships
Aggregate Uemhership divided by Pay sess ions
(carry to the nearest hundredth)#
Average Attendance j
Aggregate Membership divided by Pay Sees one
(carry to t he nearest hundredth)
Per Cent of Attendancet
Aggregate Attendance divided by Aggregate
Membership (carry to the nearest hundredth
of a pzr cent)#
Note,

It can be readily seen that unless all the figures
for each day and each ronth are correct that all
the rest of the figures will be incorrect#

Semi-Annual and Annual Proofs
Aggregate Attendance - In the last column at the
right of the page, add the number of days present for each
pupil, the number of days each is a non-member, and the number
of days absence and enter the figures in the proper
columns# then add these three columns vertically#
The sum of the days prosent should check with the figure
obtained by adding the monthly aggregate attendance at
the bottom of the page#

20 -
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REGISTERS

EoTTd-Anrtual and Annual Proof:
A second check la as follows: The total number
of pupils listed on the sheet as members times the total
numb r of days school is in session for the current
period ©quale the total number of days present plus
the total number of day® norwmembers ip clue the total
number of days absence as shown in the first three
columns at the right of the page#
Average Daily Attendance:
Aggregate Attendance divided by number of days
(carry to the nearest hundredth)*
Proof: Sum of the ten numbers under Average
Daily Attendance (front of tie register) divided
by 10 equals the abo e result to the nearest tenth*
Total Ifcrabership: - The number of pupils who
have i^een memi^^re of your room at any time during the
year* This includes both the enrollment and supple¬
mentary lists*
Proof: This equals all pup Is rscor ed on the
attendance list*
*

Average Membership:
Total numi>or recorded under Membership at bottom
of page divided by number of Bays for the year
(carry to the nearest hundredth)*

21
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REGISTERS
’■'roof; Sum of the ton columns In front of
register divided by 10 equals tb© above result
to the nearest tenth*

i

Per Cent of Attendance*
/

'

f

Aggregate Attendance divided by Aggregate
Heaiberahip (carry to the nearest hundredth).
Proof i Sum of tho ten columns in front of
register divided by 10 equals the above result
to the nearest tenth.

:

.

*
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TARDINESS
1

'A

Pupils arriving after 5i28 will report to their
homerooms and be narked tardy by the homeroom teacher#
!

1

Pupils arriving after 8*28 will report directly
to the office. A slip for admittance to the pupil's
classroom will bo issued by the office and no late
student will be admitted to any classroom without such
a slip#
V

The absent marks of those pupils arriving after
8*28 will be changed to tardy marks by the homeroom
teacher upon notification from the office#
A written excuse signed by the parent or
guardian must be secured for each tardiness#
When inexcusable tardiness persists the teacbor
concerned should report the case to the assistant
principal, Mr. Lister#
In the event of late busses no pupil will be
marked tardy* Houeroora teachers will make any
attend aice report corrections the following day*

TUITION POPIIS
Teachers will be notified of the date that the
list of tuition pupils is due*
,,

\

»

This date will fall shortly after the opening
of school*
Residents of Pelham, N* E* should have a
tuition slip properly signed by a member of the
Pelham School Committee before being admitted*

l-v
•

/

1«

-* ■*’

*
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‘
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1
f

Suggestions for improvement or criticisms of this
teachers handbook* Please return to the office
at the end of the school year*

I
i

*4

A Distribution of Frequencies In Number and Percent of I teas of Information Included
►achers1 Handbooks Issued by Schools Participating in this Study#
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School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst* Massachusetts

I m working on a problem to complete the requirements for
the M star’s degree* and humbly ask your help*
I am attempt ng to make a study on the formulation of
Teachers’ Handbooks or Manuals; being interested in those items
administrators consider most important and of most value to
teachers*
A copy of your Teaelsers* Manual would be greatly
appreciated, along with completion of only the last two
questions on the questionnaire*
However, if you do not choose to send us a copy* or
if you do not issue a Manual would you please complete the
entire questionnaire*
X have enclosed an envelope with a stamp, which you may
use to return the que tionnaire and/or the Manual* I will pay
any postage due on the Manual*
You may find some of w conclusions very aseful to you
in preparing a Teacher’s Manual or in revising your present one*
If you would like a copy of these findin a when I hare com¬
pleted the study* kindly designate in the appropriate place on
the questionnaire*
Thank you for your cooperation
possible.

which makes this study

Sincerely,

Anthony J. Carpenito
Teachin ^-Fellow
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QtlESTIQNNAXFB

Our Teachers Manual or Handbook includes the follow;, \g
items# Chock items under Yes coluim*
W© do not issue a To ac ho re Manual or Handbook, but if
we did wo would include the following iteis as being
important# Check appropriate block for each item*
—im-mwwm ASSET!®
teacher

'kccirnrt
IfetdSing
Reporting

'scWoo't W#
13*08
Seating arr.
fflmdsat lmnnt#
JSBETOSbally '
Infrequent
Att# Officer
tfnexcvtsed att#
AililXO VISUAL AT’is
Tyt^s aval1 able'
TteHnToF'
Sources for
Ordering '(aterials
BTDPy?riliflB8ir
'TJSaraE
Me* Teaohors
duties

TnliisS
Schedule
Student offences
FtelNATICKS

tfd 'If!

fKMJE 'Kit&'os
toll) TRIF5
Procedures
*TiirM!tor
Purpose
-gyj-yProcedure
dehoral
fmAljrJATIOfJ
Pe^'jd.reafcats
(SSisr&l
‘ GiteS¥ &ik&s"
Procedures for
' fe^Afick £ac.
jpirar
tally Routine
Organization
HttdSim?1
amount
_

--

.

r 'wlity
Penalty
hSuSS ® cT.^.2S
lA.'liTbRjAL
WM&s&r
&ulao of
LESSON S/i! BOOK
5A&.&T W
Procedures for
UKT
AMD Tb;mT)
ftM 01* ftto, h
»S5fOTifr"
WtWl.
zmw an1*s
’ ’sUXL i idx'ES
cils^’iUkKU! W- MEDICAL SVCS*
""TOTE- bailable
]fcrse*s Office
OtASS OROAW.ATKW
otew aw11
Warned in 'alphabettroceduros
CM'S feCCfejl BOOK
Seating >lane
"~i^iFr«\w meant'
Infinite Marks
"Procedures
naStl Standing
“TOclF355®
TEWTOl
Procedures
IPurpbse
Required Reports
t^rocedure
“TEWSfHiSTfe
Woora Control
Closing of "marks "
office Master Sheets
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tSsTSo^lSm
ITEM
iiisiriljution
IRBSHOT■ REGULATIONS
To r soc i al
functions
Tor 'eocteacurricular
activities
SCHOOL PASfttHd
wmrwmmw

wmrmm

D

If your school issues a
Teachers Manual, pi:as©
complete:
We find or Teachers Manual
to be:

_Very Valuable
Useful

'iSea&hg Timi

T£££^r3SScVteduie

_Not Very Useful

wsmmrm

Not Useful at All

—

"SUPPLY ROOM
4
V*
Sr #■ #•44 # H J
IcequiarB-oiiin^'
S 'lCSKTAFTAL ifeT>
Av&ilaole"
~/eadhors

We would make the following
improvements in our Manual:

TARDINESS

F^oce^iras for
SSlfflwis ROOM
^Bypoee
S53BS
TrEIDC
S SCl!EbT ;i2r
lErarasir
Mtixk)ks
(Severs
l^cortTof
isres jjyTEool^
Tost boo%a
Inventory
~Storage
wlSSo UofiteS'
Other items suggested to be
included#

We (do) (do not) wish to have a
copy of the results of this study#
NAME OF SCHOOL
COMPETED BY
BATE

"
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